
The Next Frontier in AI:
Generative AI



What is Generative AI?

Generative AI – a type 
of AI that learns to
mimic human  
intelligence to create
novel content



AI’s Evolution: Discriminative vs Generative

CAT

Create an image of a cat 
enjoying a cool drink on a deck 

chair with sunglasses



“Sunrise at the 
Varanasi Ghats in 
Van Gogh’s style”





The Biggest 
Opportunity In 
Generative AI Is 
Language, Not Images  

Language is humanity’s single most 
important invention. More than 
anything else, it is what sets us 
apart from every other species on 
the planet. Almost nothing about 
modern civilization would be 
possible without language.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robtoews/2022/11/06/the-biggest-
opportunity-in-generative-ai-is-language-not-
images/?sh=2f3c5d32789d



It’s getting better and better…

Chatbot passes US law  
and business exams

Google’s new medical LLM, Med-PaLM 2, scored 86.5% on the medical
exam MedQA . A panel of 15 human doctors preferred Med-PaLM 2’s
answers over real doctor answers across eight of nine axes across 1066
standardized questions.

Code assistant increases  
productivity by 55%



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QW-NFkVDfdA



AI’s Strategic Inflection  
Point…
when AI moved from a  
tool for data scientists to a  
tool for 100s of millions of  
people… enabled by just  
the English language…



Creating a Pivotal Moment for the world

“Breakthroughs in generative artificial 
intelligence have the potential to bring about
sweeping changes to the global economy. As tools 
using advances in natural language processing  
work their way into businesses and society, they  
could drive a 7% (or almost $7 trillion) increase
in global GDP and lift productivity growth by 1.5 
percentage points over a 10-year period.”

Goldman Sachs Research



Leading to Reinvention of Major Processes across Sectors



1.5%

Source: GoldmanSachs





Key Challenges and Limitations of Gen AI

Ethical
Considerations

Misinformation, 
Privacy and Security

Hardware
Requirements

Job 
Displacements



Lead the world into the era
of  Augmented Intelligence

Our Opportunity:



From Risk led to Enablement led + Risk Mitigation

Shift from AI Risk led approach

•Regulating Technologies

•Focus on Compliance

•Introducing new laws

To an Innovation driven, risk  
mitigation approach

•Tech agnostic use case led  
regulation

•Leverage existing laws

•Strengthen regulatory
capability

•Focus on effective 
enforcement



We will NOT lose our jobs to AI.

People without AI Skills will lose their 
jobs to people with AI Skills.



Instead of just 
worrying about 

what AI could do…. 

We MUST focus on 
what AI should do.




